“Your Comments About Eating
Animals Are Unintelligent and
Illogical”
Rick Wade

I read your response to the question “Why Did God Allow Animals to be
Eaten and Sacrificed?” and found it to be one of the most unintelligent
arguments on any subject that I have ever read. Your “logic” draws
conclusions in very convoluted ways. Recognizing an animal’s right to life
does not drag man down to the level of a beast. If ALL life is valued then
human life is valued more. There would be no “‘open season’ on man to
cure overpopulation problems…” as you suggest. There is no ultimate
NEED for humans to get their diet from animals. Even Daniel recognized
that he could be as healthy as [email ends here]
Thanks for writing. Jimmy isn’t able to respond to your email, so I’ll take a shot at
it.
I’m really surprised you found this “the most unintelligent arguments on any
subject [you] have ever read.” You should read some of the letters we get!
Upon what do you base an animal’s right to life? The answer to that will depend in
a significant way upon your worldview. We are Christians, so our authority is the
Bible where we learn about the places of humankind and other living beings in
God’s order.
Because we’re to be good stewards of God’s creation, we are not to destroy life

willy nilly. As Jimmy wrote in his article, there is a hierarchy. I think you’d
probably agree that we needn’t shed tears over pulling up plants when they are
being a problem. Killing animals should be for good reasons, not just for killing’s
sake. You said we don’t need to eat animals. Maybe not, but I don’t see why we
need to eat animals in order to do so. If God gave us that freedom, we can engage
in it (Gen. 9:1-3).
Jimmy’s concern about man being pulled down has historical precedent. The loss
of a belief in the sacredness of human life has given us abortion and euthanasia.
Can you imagine a hundred years ago having to pass a law to prevent doctors
from sticking sharp objects into the skulls of partially-delivered babies to suck
their brains out and kill them? That would have been unthinkable. But people
think they should be able to do that. What does that say about the value of human
life? And if Darwinism is correct, then there is no qualitative difference between
humans and animals, just a difference of degree.
Yes, Daniel and his friends did well on a vegetarian diet. But there’s no hint in the
text that he did that because he thought it wrong to eat meat. The Babylonians’
meat could very well have been obtained as a part of idol worship.
The bottom line is that we have been given permission to eat any living (nonhuman) thing. Animals don’t have the same “rights” we have. To make a case that
animals shouldn’t be used for food because they have a right not to, requires a
reason for such a right. On what do you base such a right?
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